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Gentle waltz feel \( \frac{3}{4} \), \( \approx \) c. 112

\( \text{simply} \)

\( \text{legato, expr.} \)

\( (\text{ad lib.}), \text{liberal pedal throughout} \)
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\( \text{L.H sim.} \)

\( \text{mf} \)

10

\( \text{poco rit.} \)

15

\( \text{a tempo} \)

\( \text{mp} \)

The moon set-tles in the dusk \( \ldots \) sky \( \ldots \) The
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\( \text{a tempo} \)

\( \text{mp} \)

\( \text{R.H sim.} \)
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gentle eyes of the north star rest upon your sleeping face and the
heavens gaze upon you. Ah.
In this moment, I know;
In this moment, I
You are not from the ground on

You are not from the ground on

I know, I know; Ah, the ground on

I know, I know; Ah, the ground on

which you tread, but of the

which you tread, but of the

which you tread, but of the

which you tread, but of the

poco meno mosso mp

mp

mp

mp
...poco rit.

stars, of the stars!

_ of the stars, of the stars!

...poco rit.

\[ \text{C} \]
a tempo, passionately

You are my radiant, my celestial child, you are my

You are my celestial child, Oh you are

You are my radiant, my celestial child

You are my celestial child, Oh you are

a tempo, passionately
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poco rit.

radiant, my celestial child.

my celestial child.

radiant, celestial child.

my celestial child.

a tempo

Ah.

Ah.

Ah.

Ah.

Ah.

Ah.

Ah.

Ah.

a tempo